
Experience the Parks with Expeditions in Education

"Reimagining Art and Culture in the Pullman Era"

Challenge Overview:

Blend engineering with art, music, and literature, bringing the rich culture of the
Pullman Era to life in a way that resonates with our world today.

Challenge Statement:

Your task is to design and create a project that captures the essence of art and
culture during the Pullman Era. Think of innovative ways to combine engineering
with artistic expression, whether it's through a mechanical sculpture, an
interactive exhibit, or anything that creatively merges the old with the new.

Background/Scenario:

Imagine it's the late 1800s. The Pullman Era is in full swing, marked by industrial
advancements and a vibrant cultural scene. This period was rich in art, music,
and literature, reflecting the hopes and struggles of the time. Your challenge is to
delve into this era, understand its cultural significance, and bring a piece of that
history into the present with your unique engineering design.

Challenge Categories:

You can choose to focus on any of these exciting categories:

● Mechanical Art: Create a piece of art that includes moving parts or
mechanisms, inspired by Pullman Era themes.

● Interactive Music Experience: Design an exhibit or instrument that lets
users experience the music of the era in an interactive way.

● Literary Installation: Build an installation that brings a piece of literature
from the Pullman Era to life, using engineering and design.

Submission Guidelines:

● Your project should be a physical model or installation.
● Use materials that are easily accessible and safe.
● Include a brief document explaining your concept, design process, and the

Pullman Era elements you incorporated.
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● If your project is large, submit a detailed plan or a scaled-down model.
● Be creative, but also realistic in what you can build and present.

Judging Criteria:

Your projects will be judged based on the following:

● Creativity and Originality: How unique and imaginative is your design?
● Relevance to the Pullman Era: Does your project accurately reflect the

cultural aspects of the era?
● Engineering Integration: How well have you incorporated engineering

principles into your design?
● Functionality: Does your project work as intended?
● Presentation: How effectively do you present and explain your project?
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